Theorem. Let R be an integral domain iwith I), and let Gbe a finite group of order n. Then the group ring RG has an idempotent different from 0 or 1 if and only if some prime divisor of n is a unit in R.
Proof. Suppose that p is a prime dividing ra, and that p is a unit in P. Let P be a subgroup of G of order p, and let e = p~1zZ*epx. Then e is a nontrivial idempotent.
Conversely, suppose that e= zZo^oagg is a nontrivial idempotent in RG and that the characteristic of R is zero. Let P = (e,3) be the matrix representing e under the regular representation. Then eu = ai ior « = 1, • • • , ra, so the trace of E is raai = g, the multiplicity of 1 as an eigenvalue of E. Since e^O, 1, we have that 0<g<ra. Let rai and gi be the relatively prime integers such that rai divides ra, gi divides g, and raiai = gi. Let a and b be integers such that orai+&gi=l; then ia+ba/)ni=l, so that «i is a unit in P. Since g<ra, we see that rai^l. Any prime divisor of Wi is a unit in P.
Next, let P have characteristic p^O, and let n = p't, where ip, t) = 1 and r^O.
It is well known that in the group algebra of a p-group over a field of characteristic p, every zero divisor is nilpotent. In particular, this is the case in KG if Z = 1, where K denotes the quotient field of P.
Suppose that RG has a nontrivial idempotent e. Then e is a nonnilpotent zero divisor in RG (hence in KG). Thus by the above, t^l.
